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Abstract: CNES current activities in Electric Propulsion span from core technology
developments to advanced flight program applications. An important effort is dedicated also
to new mission feasibility studies. This paper presents an updated comprehensive overview
of CNES involvement in the domain of electric propulsion, summarizing recent
achievements and near term objectives.
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I.

Introduction

NES (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales – French Space Agency) is an historical major player in the field of
Electric Propulsion. Currently on-going main activities can be summarized as follows:

A. Flight programs
- Alphabus: CNES is supporting, together with ESA, the development and qualification of the generic @bus
product line, and is directly involved, as design and performances authority, in the definition and qualification of the

Xenon Propulsion System developed by TAS and based on Snecma PPS 1350 engine.
- MICROSCOPE: CNES is the satellite prime, in charge of the drag-free control system definition and
procurement and of all propulsion activities at spacecraft level.
- VENµS: CNES provides technical support to the IHET (Israeli Hall Effect Thruster) development.
- SMART-1: CNES supported the propulsion system ground qualification, provided technical advice throughout
all mission phases and is now involved in collected data post-processing and exploitation.
- STENTOR: CNES managed the development of the spacecraft that was lost in December 2002 (because of a
launcher failure) leaving a successfully completed ground qualification as heritage and reference.
B. Research and technology


- PPS 1350 qualification: Snecma leading EP product, the PPS 1350, has finally completed ground
qualification for telecom applications (supported by CNES).
- GDR (Plasma Propulsion Physics Research Group): CNES coordinates the research experimental and
theoretical activities of 11 French laboratories on three main topics: electron transport, ceramics erosion, codes
predictivity.
- Formation flying R&T : assessment of potential impact of high precision attitude control thrusters utilization on
neighboring satellites (simulation and measurements of contamination effects), miniaturization of PPT technology.
- Platform R&T: improvement and optimization of plasma propulsion through the development and
implementation of transverse technologies, the exploration of new concepts, the modeling of plume effects (erosion
and back-sputtering).
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C. Novel mission designs
- Interplanetary missions: electric propulsion has been identified as a competitive candidate for many future
missions (Solar Orbiter, PHOIBOS, Geocroiseur).
- Formation flying missions: several formation flying missions have been assessed in the frame of CNES
concurrent design facility: Simbol-X, Aspics, Max, Pegase. The last one has been identified as potential user of
electric propulsion.
- Earth observation satellites and fundamental physics missions: a few studies have also addressed future EP
applications on low orbit satellites for Earth observation (Satellite Réactif) or specific fundamental physics missions
(like DUNE).

II.

Flight programs

A. Alphabus
Alphabus is a generic family of platforms issued from the Large Platform Program (partly using the STENTOR
heritage) jointly undertaken by CNES and ESA to address the upper range of telecom satellite payloads. The aim is
to develop a product enabling European industry to bid on the telecom market with payloads in the nominal range
12-18kW and 800-1300kg (up to 19kW/2000kg in the extended range), limited by the performances of the
propulsion system.
CNES and ESA have placed a contract with the platform primes (Thales Alenia Space/EADS Astrium organized
in the Joint Project Team – JPT) covering the Phase C/D development of the generic platform Alphabus and the
procurement of the first Proto-Flight Model which will be used for Alphasat.
The platform (fig.1) is based on a modular concept. Three main components can be identified: the
communication module (with the antenna interface structure and the repeater module), the solar array wings, and the
service module (composed of a central tube carrying the propellant tanks and the propulsion modules). North-South

station keeping is ensured by a set of 4 PPS 1350 thrusters accommodated by pair on 2 orientation mechanisms (on
North and South side of the S/C) performing inclination and eccentricity controls, 2-axis wheels off-loading and
electric top-up (end of orbit raising phase) if needed. Chemical propulsion is used for drift station keeping, transfer,
attitude control during transfer, emergency controls and 3 years NSSK back-up if required.
The Xenon Propulsion System (XPS) includes the 2 thruster modules, the gas module and the power supply unit.
The requested service lifetime is 15 years.
The XPS, developed by TAS Cannes, is currently in CDR phase.

Figure 1. ALPHABUS generic platform configuration and service module equipped with XPS
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B. MICROSCOPE
MICROSCOPE is a micro satellite (200 kg class) developed by CNES in cooperation with ONERA and the
European Space Agency. The principal scientific objective of this mission is to test the Equivalence Principle with
an unprecedented accuracy of 10-15. The mission will also provide an opportunity to space qualify the technology
required for high-accuracy drag compensation and 6 DoF continuous control. The actuators of Microscope drag-free
system (in the baseline configuration selected in 2000) are FEEP thrusters developed by ALTA (I) under ESA
contract8,. The propulsion system is made of four assemblies (EPSAs), each including three thruster units (with
tanks developed by Astrium Toulouse), two neutralizers (TAS Florence) and a PPCU (Galileo Avionica Milan). The
performance requirements of the propulsion system are driven by the stringent needs of the attitude and acceleration
control system (SCAA), which is being designed to provide comprehensive external perturbation shielding and
instrument fine calibration capability9. The main technical specifications can be summarized as follows:
Thrust range:
Total Impulse (per thruster)
Thrust resolution:
Response time:
Thrust noise – Log (PSD):
Beam divergence:

1 to 150 µN
3100 Ns
0.1 µN
<100ms
<0.01 µN2/Hz
<0.01•(0.1/f) µN2/Hz
< 15°
< 40°

command updating frequency: 4Hz
in-orbit life: 1 year
for T< 100 µN
1 µN step
for 0.1 Hz < f < 1 Hz
for 0.0001 Hz < f < 0.1 Hz
on slit plane
perpendicular to slit plane

The spacecraft layout in the baseline PDR configuration and an EPSA schematic (with ejection cones) are presented
in fig. 2. The project is now in advanced Phase B stage, for a launch expected not before 2011.
Many engineering activities related to MICROSCOPE propulsion system have been performed at spacecraft
level since the beginning of Phase B17, directly by CNES or by ONERA in the frame of CNES R&T activities
preparing future formation flying missions:

Figure 2. MICROSCOPE spacecraft layout and EPSA schematic

Figure 3. MICROSCOPE plume effects simulations: Cs+ CEX ions deposition rate and neutral backflow
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- Consolidation of performance and interface requirements of the baseline EPS
The theoretical optimal configuration ensuring minimum torque control authority in case of single thruster
failure has been identified and adapted to the spacecraft geometrical constraints. An efficient thruster selection
algorithm has been implemented. The choice of the EP system electrical interface with the SC has been performed
(common ground has been preferred to floating conditions at EPS or EPSA level). This choice has taken into
account phenomena like thrust fluctuations related to SC potential variations or microperturbations due to current
flows through the satellite structure.
- Study of spacecraft contamination due to EPS utilization
No direct impingement of the ion beam on the satellite is expected. The main interaction between thruster
plumes and the satellite will thus consist in chemical or physical caesium back-flow contamination (without erosion)
on the spacecraft exposed surfaces. Both theoretical and experimental studies have been performed to address this
topic. A numerical model of the satellite in its plasma environment, taking into account the actual geometry, surface
properties and orbit of the spacecraft as well as its active sources of positive ions and electrons, has been performed
with SPIS in order to estimate the expected thickness distribution of contaminant layer at end of life10. Some results
of these simulations are presented in fig. 3 (charge-exchange ions deposition rate and neutral flux). In parallel,
experimental characterizations of caesium contamination effects on various thermal coatings (radiators and MLIs)
and solar cells (samples of triple junction solar panel and sun sensor), at different temperatures (conservative cold
and representative hot conditions) and with different contamination levels, have been executed. Parameters like
surface electrical conductivity, thermal emissivity and absorptivity (for thermal coatings) or delivered power under
reference pulsed illumination (for solar cells) have been monitored and their variation (reversible or irreversible)
measured.
- Analysis of neutralization phenomena
The SC floating potential variations along the orbit have been studied taking into account the expected plasma
environment, the simulated average thrust levels, the characteristics of the neutralizers, the spacecraft geometrical
and physical properties. This has allowed to obtain preliminary results that will be consolidated by further activities
of modelling and characterization: prediction of the required neutralization current, selection of the optimal
neutralization strategy with respect to power consumption and quantification of induced perturbations due to
Lorentz and Laplace forces.
- Feasibility studies of alternative propulsion technologies implementation
In parallel to consolidation of the nominal solution, two feasibility studies have been performed to assess the
possibility of implementing on the spacecraft alternative types of actuators (Indium FEEP clusters or proportional
micro cold-gas thrusters).
C. VENµS
VENµS is a French-Israeli low earth orbit spacecraft that will be equipped with low power (class 250W-600W)
Israeli Hall Effect Thrusters developed by Rafael. The thrusters will be used for technology demonstration to
maintain the accurate low altitude earth repeating orbit required for the scientific mission (multispectral Earth
monitoring) and for LEO to LEO orbit transfer. The spacecraft, manufactured by IAI (Israel Aircraft Industries) is
scheduled for launch in 2010. The IHET is at CDR development level. Nominal performances (at 300W) are: TBOL
≥15mN, TEOL: ≥13mN, ISPBOL >1300s (w/o cathode). CNES propulsion team is involved as technical advisor for the
propulsion system implementation (verification of qualification approach, plume effect simulations).

Figure 4. VENµS satellite with IHET and computed erosion on solar array due to CEX ions
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D. SMART-1

The ESA SMART-1 mission has already been reported in several papers13,15. A SNECMA built PPS 1350
thruster has been used to raise the 350kg class probe orbit until lunar capture, then to lower the orbit to enhance the
science phase (the probe impacted the moon surface on 03/09/2006). One peculiarity of the thruster operation on
SMART-1 is the variable thruster power feature. 5000h of operations have been accumulated on the thruster without
failure nor anomaly. The most recent activities have been focused on the flight data analyses. There are number of
lessons learnt in term of thruster performance and behavior, thruster/satellite electrical coupling, thrust swirl,
thruster aging, in flight plasma dynamic modes, etc. CNES was strongly involved in the development and
qualification of the thruster, as well as in the flight data post analysis.



Figure 5a. SMART-1 spacecraft with PPS 1350 engine and end-to-end firing test at ESTEC15

Figure 5b. SMART-1, thrust time and main mission events

Figure 6. STENTOR EP module with one
PPS-1350 and one SPT-100 on a TOM

E. STENTOR
STENTOR (Satellite de Télécommunications pour Expérimenter de Nouvelles Technologies en Orbite) program,
managed by a governmental team (CNES, France Telecom and DGA), aimed at developing a 2210 kg geostationary
telecommunication satellite to give flight opportunities to some strategic new equipments and sub-systems. An
electric propulsion module with one PPS-1350 and one SPT-100 mounted on a thruster orientation mechanism has
been developed and qualified in the frame of this program (fig.6).
Although in-flight return of experience has not been possible due to a launcher failure on December 2002,
STENTOR heritage stays a precious reference for all European commercial applications involving electric
propulsion.
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III.

Research and technology



A. PPS 1350 qualification

The PPS 1350 Hall effect thruster is a fully European thruster developed and qualified by SNECMA Moteurs.
The thruster reference characteristics and performances are the following:
Thrust
Specific impulse
Discharge power
Discharge voltage
Divergence (90%)
Total Impulse

90 mN
1700 s
1500 W
350 V
< 42 °
>2.9MNs specified, 3.4MNs demonstrated.

Figure 7: PPS-1350 thruster on stage and during ground qualification life test
The qualification of this thruster with respect to geostationary telecommunication spacecraft requirements is
almost completed and is being formalized by a qualification review coordinated by CNES. Very stable and very
good performances (fig. 8) have been measured on the qualification model13 over a cycled life test exceeding 10500
operating hours and 7000 on/off cycles. This represents a demonstrated total impulse of 3.39 MNs.



Figure 8: PPS 1350 performance along lifetime: Thrust (left) ; Specific Impulse (right)
B. PPS-5000 thruster
With the objective to extend the electric propulsion application range (in terms of total impulse and specific
impulse), a 5 kW class Hall Effect thruster is being studied by SNECMA Moteurs. To validate the new technologies
and the thruster configuration, a thruster demonstrator, the PPS-X000, has been designed, manufactured and tested
in QinetiQ facilities (UK) up to a power of 6 kW and a discharge voltage of 1000 V. Following an extensive thruster
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characterization, two preliminary life tests have been performed, including one
lasting more than 1000h with a single thruster configuration and operating
point. The thruster general design and test results have been published14. Based
on the PPS-X000 demonstrator test results, a “flight version” has been derived:

the PPS 5000. This flight version has been recently re-optimized in the frame
of CNES R&T program in order to get improved mechanical and thermal
behavior, to reduce mass and prepare implementation of newly available
technologies.
Figure 9. : PPSX000

C. GDR Plasma Propulsion Physics
Hall Effect Thrusters (HET) have been studied in the frame of a Research Group (GDR) on Plasma Propulsion
CNRS/CNES/SNECMA/Universities since 1996. This research group, financed and coordinated by CNES, involves
about 10 academic labs which are specialised in all the fields involved in Hall thruster physics (plasma physics,
optical diagnostics, magnetism, ceramics, numerical simulation,…). These researches are focused on three main
themes which are: 1.electron transport; 2. ceramics erosion; 3.predictivity of codes.
Most of the experimental activities are performed in the “Pivoine” test facility located in Orléans, which is
dedicated to scientific experiments. The facility has been recently upgraded (size and pumping capability) such as to
test 5 to 10 kW class Hall thrusters. The experimental activities are supported by numerical simulations, performed
in two laboratories using hybrid and particular methods.
The most recent results are summarized hereafter1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6:
Several tests campaigns have been done on a PPS100ML and PPSX000ML (laboratory models) in PIVOINE
Chamber. The PPSX000-ML is a new thruster operating at high power (up to 10 kW). It has been tested with high
voltage conditions (1000V) for high specific impulse. The mean and standard deviation of the speed of Xe+ ions and
Xe neutrals have been measured (LIF) with time resolution. Inter-correlation between antennas signal and small
solenoid located in different azimuth and axial positions have permitted the analysis of the potential map and high
frequency electron fluctuations along radial and axial directions. A collective diffusion diagnostic has been used to
determine the plasma flow turbulence (work in progress). In this test campaign, artificial electron injection effect has
also been tested. Spectroscopic emission diagnostics has been used to evaluate the erosion of different pre used
ceramic channel and small subtracts have been used to measure the re-deposition of ceramic after sputtering effect.
The interaction between plasma and anode has been especially studied for the understanding of the plasma dynamic
modes. IR camera has been used for the characterisation of the thermal behaviour. New materials for the chamber
have been tested.
The hybrid model globally simulating the thruster has been improved by suppressing Morozov hypothesis (in
particular for two-stage thrusters) and PIC codes are still used to better understand electron transport.

Figure 10: PIVOINE test chamber at CNRS Orleans
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D. Formation flying R&T
The thruster / spacecraft interactions have to be assessed to optimize the propulsion system arrangement on the
satellite, to address any altered behavior due to ion direct impingement or propellant backflow on satellite external
surfaces (erosion, contamination, parasitic torques), and sometimes to anticipate micro perturbations due to
secondary effects (like variations of S/C potential affecting thrust resolution/noise or inducing parasitic currents).
The performed assessments include:
- sputtering rate (in case of direct impingement): characterization and modeling
- satellite electric charging (floating potential): simulations
- contamination: numerical estimation of expected contamination rate and experimental characterization of
contamination effects on thermal coatings and solar panels
Most of the activities supported by CNES in this field are carried out at ONERA DESP7 and concern Hall Effect
thrusters (propellant: Xenon) or FEEP (propellant: Cesium).
A powerful tool largely used for numerical assessments is SPIS (Spacecraft-Plasma Interaction Software),
developed by ONERA to simulate spacecraft behavior in a space plasma environment.
In the frame of CNES R&T program, a library of artificial ion sources (positive ions or electrons) has been
established, as well as dedicated erosion modules, and the software has been modified to take them into account.
A complex application case has been successfully studied: the estimation of maximum (worst case) Cesium
deposition on Microscope spacecraft (shown in fig. 3). The final result was approximately 10 Å/yr (in the region
close to the thrusters exit). This was used as an input for experimental investigations on contamination effects on
various samples (see figures 11a and 11b). Another example of application has been the computation of the erosion
rate of a solar panel under direct impingement of a plasma thruster ion beam (fig. 12).
An activity dedicated to Ablative Pulsed Plasma Thruster technology miniaturization has been performed in
collaboration with the Russian institute RIAME12. In the frame of this activity, a 20J APPT prototype working at
2Hz (0.6mNs MIB) has been developed, characterized, optimized and delivered to CNES. A schematic of the
prototype and a picture taken during a firing test are presented in fig. 13. The possibility to further miniaturize the
concept while increasing the maximum operating frequency is under investigation.

Figure 11a (up) : Thermal coating samples used for
passive Cs contamination tests.
Figure 11b (right) : Solar cell (bottom junction) and
sun sensors used for active Cs contamination tests.

Figure 12: SPIS simulations of ion density from a HET and erosion rate on a solar array
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Figure 13: RIAME APPT-20 IM: Thruster schematic and plasma plume
E. Platform R&T
Electric thruster development cycles are very long. Consequently it is necessary to anticipate technological
activities such as to make them available for further thruster developments or improvements. Technological
activities sponsored by CNES are oriented towards an improvement of thruster performance (efficiency,
mass/volume, lifetime, extended operating range), reliability (more robust concepts) and competitiveness (simplified
design, cheaper materials).
Various axes are under investigation in the frame of a technological program established with SNECMA
Moteurs: understanding of some peculiar physical phenomena, development of transverse technologies,
development of new thrusters suitable to evaluate new technologies. Examples of studies that have been or will be
undertaken within this frame include: methods for life test acceleration, alternative propellants, alternative cathodes,
new ceramics, permanent magnets, new magnetic circuit alloys, new anode compositions, high-reliability electrical
connections.
A technological demonstrator in the 1-2 kW power range (called PPS-1350 DT), based on a modular and flexible
design and capable of effectively proving some of these technologies (like permanent magnets) is being developed
(fig. 14).
Studies on Double-Stage Hall Effect Thrusters and high power/high Isp HETs are also part of this program.

Figure 14: Snecma modular technological demonstrator PPS-1350 DT in coil/permanent magnet version
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IV.

Novel mission designs

CNES concurrent design facility, called PASO (for “Plate-Forme d’Architecture des Systèmes Orbitaux”), has
studied several missions involving electric propulsion. The performed assessments cover both mission analysis and
preliminary system aspects. A few comparative studies have also been performed directly by CNES propulsion and
trajectory offices. An analysis dedicated to identify mission scenarios where plasma propulsion performances would
be attractive is under finalization.
A. Interplanetary missions
Solar Orbiter
Solar Orbiter (SOLO) is an ESA mission whose main objective is analyzing the Sun from a low perihelion and
high inclination orbit19. The mission incorporates both a near-Sun and a high-latitude phase. The near-Sun phase of
the mission enables the Orbiter spacecraft to approach the Sun as close as 48 solar radii (~0.22 AU) during part of
its orbit, thereby permitting observations from a quasi-helio-synchronous vantage point (so-called co-rotation.). At
these distances, the angular speed of a spacecraft near its perihelion approximately matches the rotation rate of the
Sun, enabling instruments to track a given point on the Sun surface for several days. During the out-of-ecliptic phase
of the mission (extended mission), the Orbiter will reach modest solar latitudes (up to 35º in the extended phase),
making possible detailed studies of the Sun’s polar caps by the remote-sensing instruments. The current mission
scenario foresees a launch in 2013 and a mission duration of 4.6 years with an additional extended phase of 2.4
years. At the moment when this study was initiated, the baseline propulsion system of SOLO was under discussion.
Two options were considered: a propulsion module based on ion engines, or a “classical” chemical propulsion
system (yet to be defined). The main advantage of the ion engines option was a shorter cruise time (1.8 years),
together with the possibility to take profit of the developments made within the frame of Bepi-Colombo. The main
advantage of the chemical option was a reduced development risk at the cost of a longer cruise (3.3 years). The
study performed by CNES has assessed an alternative option: the use of a Solar-Electric Propulsion module based
on Hall effect thrusters, typically characterized by lower specific impulse but higher thrust-to-power ratio with
respect to ion engines. Both the PPS-1350 and the PPS-5000 have been considered in different operating points. The
rationale for this study was the fact that the need of Solar Orbiter in terms of ∆V is actually much closer to Smart-1
(around 3.5 km/s) than to Bepi-Colombo (7.2 km/s). In order to compare the performances of the different thruster
configurations, both mission and propulsion subsystem analysis are performed based on the same assumptions
(initial spacecraft mass equal to 1494 kg, launch date on 19/10/2013 and second Venus gravity assist maneuver on
14/08/2015, escape velocity from Earth is 2.95 km/s, constant available power law and constant specific impulse
through the mission). The low thrust trajectory has been computed with a CNES code; the results in the nominal
baseline case are very close to those obtained with ESOC simulator (some 130kg of Xe propellant consumed for the
cruise). In the case 2 PPS-1350 or a PPS-5000 are used, the propellant consumption is higher (function of the
assumed operating point) but the difference is compensated by the lighter propulsion system dry mass and the
smaller solar panels needed. The computed thrusting time is in the range between 6700h and 8300h. Even though
based on many simplifying assumptions, the performed analysis leads to the conclusion that the performances of the
different HET options are very close to each other and in first approximation comparable to the baseline GIE
solution. Plasma propulsion options are especially promising if high specific impulse operating points are
considered, but also a solution based on two PPS-1350 operated in nominal conditions appears quite competitive.

Figure 15: Solar Orbiter low thrust trajectory computations with: a)2 ion engines b)4 PPS-1350 c)2 PPS-5000
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PHOIBOS
The PHOIBOS (Probing Heliospheric with an Inner Boundary Observing Spacecraft) mission is an ambitious
scientific proposal to ESA for the Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 scientific programme. CNES has contributed to this
proposal by providing a technical support to the scientific team relatively to global system study, flight dynamics
mission analysis and some vehicle aspects (propulsion and power systems). The PHOIBOS mission belongs (as
SOLO) to the category of the solar probe missions. The primary scientific goal of the proposed mission is to
determine the structure and dynamics of plasmas and magnetic fields in the outer solar atmosphere. To perform in
situ measurements the probe has to penetrate within the area where the magnetic field still guides the plasma
outflow and the solar wind kinetic energy is dominated by the Sun’s magnetic field. In order to access the area of the
corona where the plasma turbulence is strongest, the perihelion of the target orbit has been selected as close as 3
Solar Radii above the surface of the Sun (4 Rs from the center). The aphelion has been selected at 3.5 AU to limit
the solar panel size (no RTG can be used); this does not allow to make use of Jupiter gravity assists during the cruise
and fixes the scientific sidereal period at 2.33 years. Note that at perihelion the probe velocity would be around 300
km/s (0.1% of the speed of light), which would set a hardly beatable speed record for a manmade object (currently
held by Helios 2, a probe sent as close as 60 Rs to the Sun in the ‘70s). The orbit inclination will be 60° with respect
to the ecliptic plane. The proposed strategy is to split the spacecraft in two parts, a propulsion stage ensuring all
propulsion manoeuvres during the cruise and a probe with the scientific payload. The propulsion stage is equipped
with six plasma engines PPS-5000. The propulsive configuration includes three PPUs and three TOMs (with two
engines per TOM). Depending on the available power, one or two engines are operated in parallel. The nominal
working point of each engine is defined as follows: specific impulse: Isp = 1900 s; thrust magnitude: 180 mN ≤ F ≤
280 mN; electrical power: 3 kW ≤ P ≤ 4.5 kW. The mass of the plasma propulsion system is roughly equal to 345 kg
including the mass of the xenon tank. The solar panels are sized in order to be able to provide 3.3 kW, 3 kW for the
propulsion system (allowing to switch on one single engine) and 300 W for the probe, at a distance of 3.5 AU from
the Sun. This means that the solar generators can deliver 33 kW at 1 AU. In this way the overall area of the solar
arrays is estimated at 130 m2 for a mass of 460 kg. The mass of the relevant equipments is estimated to 180 kg
including a primary battery, the regulation system, the power harness. The propulsion stage itself is equipped with
four reaction wheels because of its heavy mass (the ACS of the scientific probe is not sufficient). A chemical
propulsion system is added for the unloading of the reaction wheels and to anticipate survival mode passes. The total
dry mass of the propulsion stage is 1310kg. The scientific probe include thermal shields, retractable solar panels to
produce energy close to aphelion and thermo-electric elements to generate power close to perihelion, and some 50kg
of payload instruments, for a total of about 710 kg. The total mass of PHOIBOS for a launch (by an AR5 ECA) on
2023 with V∞=3 km/s is 4tons (that includes some 1950kg of Xe propellant).

Figure 16: PHOIBOS configurations during cruise/mission phases and ecliptic view of computed trajectory
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Figure 17: PHOIBOS Keplerian elements evolution (eccentricity, inclination, perihelion/aphelion radius)
The baseline low thrust trajectory is based on two Earth swing-bys separated by one Venus swing-by and on four
low thrust arcs. The projection of the heliocentric trajectory onto the ecliptic plane is presented in fig. 16, where the
low thrust arcs are plotted with green bold lines. The cruise duration, from launch to orbit acquisition, is equals to
8.5 years. The Delta-V provided by the two first swing-bys is equal to 8 km/s. After this first swing-by sequence,
three low thrust phases are performed. Fig. 17 shows the effect of each burning phase on some Keplerian elements
(radii of perihelion and aphelion, eccentricity, inclination) of the heliocentric trajectory. The effect of the last Earth
swing-by (which is the strongest one) is clearly shown: the radius of aphelion climbs from 1.5 up to 3.4 AU. The last
thrusting period is extremely powerful because it enables to do 83 % of the entire inclination correction, i.e. the
inclination ranges from 10 to 60 degrees during this last burning phase. Moreover, in the same time this long low
thrust manoeuvre makes the radius of perihelion decrease from 0.25 to 0.02 AU (4 Rs). The four thrusting phases
produce a global Delta-V of 12.2 km/s. One single engine is operated during 30000 hours and two engines are
switched on in parallel during 10000 hours (5 thrusters are required as a minimum, 6 have been considered to have
some redundancy). In this application Hall effect thrusters are preferable to higher Isp ion engines because their
higher thrust capabilities allow to get on the target orbit with only two orbital periods around the sun after the last
Earth swing-by (with ion engines an additional low thrust arc and an additional loop around the sun would be
needed, thus the cruise duration would be increased of at least 2 years). In the proposed scenario the first solar
encounter occurs on 2032, that is approximately 8.7 years after launch (but the launch window is flexible: there is a
launch opportunity every 1.6 years).
Geocroiseur
Geocroiseur (also called LEONARD, Lander Explorer Orbiter Near-Earth Asteroid: Rendezvous Double-Object)
is a mission to a Near Earth Object (NEO) including the landing of a scientific module to characterize the chemicalphysical surface properties and the internal structure of target body, studied by CNES in the frame of PASO upon
request of an international scientific group. Two asteroids have been selected as potential targets of the mission:
1996FG3 and 1999JU3 (orbits shown in fig.18a). The first one is the nominal target because of its binary property
(the primary object has a diameter of 1.4km, the secondary object of 0.4 km, the distance between them is 2.4km).

Figure 18a: 1996FG3 and 1999JU3 orbits

Figure 18b: Geocroiseur low-thrust trajectory to 1996FG3
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Many options have been considered (several launchers, chemical or ion or plasma propulsion on-board). The
most competitive scenario corresponds to a relatively light satellite of 630kg, launched in 2016 on a DNEPR (with
additional propulsive stage type Lisa Pathfinder), equipped with a PPS1350 thruster operated at low power (0.75
kW available at 1.4 AU) to produce 45mN of thrust with Isp=1550s. The required ∆V is 2.7km/s, achieved through
3 thrust phases (fig. 18b) corresponding to 8600h of firing and some 100kg of Xe consumption. The total cruise
duration is 3.5 years. The preliminary dry mass budget of the EPS is assumed to be less than 45 kg.
B. Formation flying missions
Four formation flying missions have been internally studied at CNES in the frame of the PASO: Aspics, Max,
Pegase and Simbol-X (table below). The formations comprise either 2 or 3 spacecrafts of different masses, in high
elliptical orbits or at a Lagrange point. For these missions, the propulsion system has to insure not only appropriate
orbit transfer and control, but also mutual positioning and attitude of the spacecrafts. Different propulsion options
have been considered (hydrazine monopropellant, bipropellant, cold gas, FEEP). Miniaturized impulsional cold-gas
systems have been retained for most of these applications, with the possible exception of Pegase where proportional
cold-gas or FEEP thrusters are required to meet the target attitude angular accuracy of both siderostat and recombinator satellites.
Satellites
ASPICS

MAX

PEGASE

SIMBOL-X

Wet mass (kg)

Working orbit / launcher

Scientific purpose

1 satellite coronagraph

250 kg

Solar Corona

1 satellite occultor

100 kg

HEO (500 km X 70 000 km)
SOYOUZ launch with Pleiade

1 satellite Lens

900 kg

HEO (40 000 X 253 000 km)

γ ray spectroscopy

1 satellite detector

600 kg

Dedicated Soyouz Launch

2 satellite siderostat

350 kg

L2

1 satellite combiner

700 kg

Dedicated Soyouz Launch

1 satellite mirror

900 kg

HEO (40 000 X 253 000 km)

1 satellite detector

400 kg

Dedicated Soyouz Launch

Infra-red
interferometry
X-ray telescope

C. Earth observation satellites
A dedicated study (Satellite “Réactif”) has been performed for the defense ministry on a medium class satellite
dedicated to LEO observation (high resolution, altitude < 300km) with a revisit time smaller than 1 day. The
conclusions of the study showed that the mission is feasible with a small class spacecraft (satellite mass < 300 kg)
equipped with a PPS1350 thruster operated in nominal conditions to provide a ∆V > 2km/s over 5 years.
The relatively small electric power to thrust ratio of Hall effect thrusters technology (Ps < 20 W/mN) is shown,
for this specific application, as a real interest.
D. Fundamental physics missions
DUNE
The objective of the DUNE (Dark UNiverse Explorer) mission is the high
accuracy measurement of the physical properties of dark matter and dark energy
in the universe. This target could be achieved using a space imager with large
field of view to observe dark matter distribution via weak gravitational lensing
effect (statistical measurement of the induced shear on background galaxies) and
to perform photometry measurements on supernovae of Ia type. Different
scanning strategies to survey half the sky have been studied.
The major issue was the required stability. Iterations between the scientific
team an the optical engineers have been necessary to come to a solution based on
a continuous ground processing of each image combined with the finest
propulsion system on the market (FEEP or proportional cold gas thrusters).

Figure 19. DUNE satellite
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V.

Conclusion

CNES current activities in the field of electric propulsion are wide and cover a large variety of developments and
application domains. The results achieved so far are encouraging and further efforts can be expected in the near
future to improve and consolidate this enabling technology for space science and telecom satellites.
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